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åland, the largest of finland’s åland islands, is increasing its digitalization through the deployment of a nationwide broadband service. the åland project was initiated by åland, with the support of microsoft, opera, huawei, and nokia. nokia has delivered mobile broadband and home broadband services. nokia networks has been an active developer of network infrastructure for the 5g trial. helsinki, the capital of finland, is finland’s
most attractive and dynamic city, with its vibrant economic sector, social and cultural areas, lively business and creative communities, and a unique natural environment. helsinki is a global banking and financial center that has significant potential in services and is an important gateway to central, northern, and eastern europe. the city is well-connected to the north-european market and is at the heart of the nordic region. it is a
desirable location in many industries, including health, education, telecommunications, energy, manufacturing, and fashion. the city has been selected as finland’s host for the european medicines agency in april 2019. if you have a compatible mobile phone, you may run into what the carriers call “network unlock”. this is where the mobile carrier allows you to use the sim card out of another network to utilize data or voice calling

without any extra costs. if you happen to have this option, then you will need to navigate to your nokia suite and go to the sims tab and select network to which you wish to unlock. there you will find a button that says unlock android, select the one that best suits your needs, and follow the prompts given.
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to ensure the right level of privacy and security across the entire supply chain, nokia is implementing the latest ieee 802.11ax standard and adopting the new private basic service set capabilities. these capabilities offer 5g, iot, and edge computing-powered services in a unified platform that will enable safe and
secure connections among connected assets. nokia will also bring virtual private network connectivity to the connected factory, the connected car and the robot. nokia will introduce a new paradigm in industrial automation by enabling seamless deployments of automation equipment for complex factory and

processes. following the new gsai 5g automation roadmap, the innovation hub will provide standardized solutions based on 5g for factory and building automation, delivery, logistics and retail. in addition, nokia will demonstrate the use of virtual reality technologies to bring the virtual world closer to you. nokia
will host an interactive event at the international association of trusted iot show 2018 to show how cyber-security in the connected world will enable better business decisions to increase your return on investment. we look forward to seeing you in berlin in may. similarly, nokia digital automation cloud is a cloud-

based edge computing platform that enables companies to connect, control and monitor machines and devices around the world in real-time from a powerful, intelligent edge computing platform that seamlessly extends deep into the network. its iot connectivity capability enables the deployment of wireless
sensors, beacons and gateways in industrial environments and streamlines control operations for better automation, production optimization, and improved productivity. with this platform, nokia will showcase industrial edge cloud-computing technology at the innovation hub. 5ec8ef588b
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